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  1. Who appears to be transformed into a large insect?

Mr. Samsa

Gregor Samsa

Grete

2. What did the main character use to do before transforming into an insect?

He was a politician

He was a painter

He was a salesman

3. What's the name of Gregor's sister?

Maria

Grete

Giselle

4. What did Grete feed Gregor instead of milk?

Bread

Rotting food scraps

Rice

5. Who wants to visit Gregor and see his new appearance?

His cousin

His father
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His mom

6. Who throws apples at the large insect?

His sister

His father

His mother

7. Who passes out when finally sees Gregor in his new shape?

The maid

His mom

His father

8. Who dies at the end of the novel?

Grete

Gregor’s father

Gregor

9. Who has recovered beauty and strength towards the end of the book?

Gregor

Grete

Gregor's mother

10. Who is playing the violin when the boarders discovered the insect?

Grete

Gregor

The boarders
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The Metamorphosis Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who appears to be transformed into a large insect?
  Gregor Samsa
  2. What did the main character use to do before transforming into an insect?
  He was a salesman
  3. What's the name of Gregor's sister?
  Grete
  4. What did Grete feed Gregor instead of milk?
  Rotting food scraps
  5. Who wants to visit Gregor and see his new appearance?
  His mom
  6. Who throws apples at the large insect?
  His father
  7. Who passes out when finally sees Gregor in his new shape?
  His mom
  8. Who dies at the end of the novel?
  Gregor
  9. Who has recovered beauty and strength towards the end of the book?
  Grete
  10. Who is playing the violin when the boarders discovered the insect?
  Grete
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